Role of gefitinib in the targeted treatment of non-small-cell lung cancer in Chinese patients
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Abstract: Non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is the most common type of lung cancer. Conventional treatment options have limited efficacy because most cases are in the advanced stage at the time of diagnosis. In recent years, gefitinib, an epidermal growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor, has shown its good antitumor activities in treating NSCLC in a number of studies. This paper reviews its role in the targeted treatment of NSCLC in Chinese patients.
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Introduction

Lung cancer is a very common and highly malignant carcinoma worldwide. It is still the first cause of cancer-related deaths around the world with ~1.3 million deaths per year. The incidence and mortality rates of lung cancer in Chinese cancer registration areas were 46.08/100,000 and 37.00/100,000, respectively, in 2010. Furthermore, the incidence increases rapidly at an annual rate of 26.9% and the total cases are expected to reach 100 million until 2025 when the People’s Republic of China might become the country with the largest number of lung cancer patients.

Lung cancer is classified into the following two basic types: small-cell lung cancer and non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC), according to the histological types published by the World Health Organization, with 80%–85% being NSCLC. For many years, therapeutic strategies for lung cancer have been focused on traditional therapy, such as surgery, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy. The treatment of early stage lung cancer usually gives priority to surgery. Unfortunately, ~70%–80% of the patients have been in the advanced stage at the time of diagnosis and lost the chance for surgery due to lack of symptoms in early NSCLC. Standard first-line systemic treatment for advanced NSCLC consisted of chemotherapy with a combination of two drugs, including a platinum compound and a nonplatinum drug, such as pemetrexed, gemcitabine, vinorelbine, or a taxane. However, platinum-based doublet chemotherapy still had limited efficacy because median survival was only 12–13 months and 1-year survival rate was 50%–55%. Other therapeutic procedures include radiotherapy and complementary therapies in palliative and hospice care, usually with disappointing results. Moreover, the therapeutic methods for elderly patients with NSCLC and patients with poor performance status are always limited because these patients are not eligible for aggressive therapies due to the age-related reduction in the functional reserve of many organs and the presence of comorbidities. IFTC-0501, the largest Phase III randomized trial dedicated to elderly patients with advanced NSCLC, demonstrated only a 6.2-month median overall survival (OS) and 25.4% 1-year survival for vinorelbine or gemcitabine monotherapy in elderly patients. Although the median OS and 1-year...
survival for carboplatin plus paclitaxel-doublet chemotherapy were improved to 10.3 months and 44.5%, respectively, an increase in toxic effects was observed in these patients.9 The treatment of NSCLC requires advancement urgently.

In recent years, with the growth of knowledge in driver gene mutations and signal transduction, new targeted therapies for different cell surface molecules are constantly emerging.1 The most widely recognized genomic alterations include epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) mutations, which have been recorded more frequently in Asian than in non-Asian patients,10,11 and echinoderm microtubule-associated protein-like 4-anaplastic lymphoma kinase rearrangements.12 The discovery of new targeted drugs, such as EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors (EGFR-TKIs) (gefitinib, erlotinib, and afatinib) and anaplastic lymphoma kinase inhibitors (crizotinib and ceritinib), has significantly changed the treatment in this setting. As the most important kind of targeted drugs, EGFR-TKIs drugs occupy an irreplaceable position in this field. Gefitinib (Iressae, ZD1839; AstraZeneca plc, London, UK), the first targeted drug used for NSCLC patients, is an orally active and highly effective EGFR tyrosine kinase (TK) selective inhibitor that blocks signal transduction pathways implicated in cancer growth. In both in vitro and in vivo studies, gefitinib has shown perfect antitumor activities in treating NSCLC.13

Epidermal growth factor receptor

The human EGFR (HER) family contains four members: EGFR (otherwise known as HER1), HER2, HER3, and HER4, all belonging to the TK family of proteins. EGFR, one kind of multifunctional glycoproteins widely expressed in normal tissues and neoplastic lesions of most organs, plays a crucial role in cell proliferation and differentiation.14,15 The important discovery that the avian erythroblastic leukemia viral (v-erb-b) oncogene is the active variant of EGFR derivative has proved that EGFR and the HER family are often associated with cancer initially.16 Research shows that EGFR and its ligand are part of the cell signal transduction system, and its signal transduction network accounts for an important position in the process of formation and development of tumors. Changes in expression and aberrant activation of EGFR have been verified to be associated with various cancers.15

The human EGFR gene, with a total length of 200 kb, is located in the chromosome 7 p13–q22 area, consisting of 28 exons and coding 1,186 amino acids. EGFR protein, a 170 kDa plasma membrane glycoprotein, is composed of an extracellular domain, a single hydrophobic transmembrane region, an intracellular portion that contains the C-terminal tail, and a TK domain that is important for signal transduction.17 Upon ligand binding, a receptor TK undergoes a series of changes, the earliest one being the conversion of the monomeric form of the receptor to the dimeric form. This leads to activation of the kinase, resulting in phosphorylation of its own tyrosine residues, a phenomenon known as autophosphorylation. The phosphotyrosine residues of the activated receptor then act as docking sites for target molecules, such as signal transducers. This association triggers off signaling cascades through pathways such as PI3-kinase-AKT, RAS/RAF, and PI3K-Akt and modulates cell proliferation, survival, adhesion, migration, and differentiation.18

EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor

At present, EGFR-targeted drugs contain a monoclonal antibody, such as cetuximab, that targets the extracellular domain of EGFR and the small-molecule EGFR TK selective inhibitor that targets the TK domain in the intracellular portion and therefore blocks the signal transduction pathways implicated in the proliferation and survival of cancer cells.19

The EGFR protein is overabundant in ~40%–80% of NSCLC tumors.20 Initially, investigators believed that gefitinib may completely terminate EGFR activity, which plays a pivotal role in the management of cellular growth and proliferation. However, the clinical trials were disappointing because tumor response was not corresponding to the amount of EGFR.21 In June 2004, researchers at Harvard Medical School first reported that specific mutations in the TK domain of the EGFR gene may be the necessary precondition of clinical responsiveness to the TKI.22 Analysis showed that the response to gefitinib was >80% in tumors with positive mutations in the TK domain of the EGFR gene. On the contrary, little effect was found in tumors with negative mutations. Once published, these significant research findings created high attention from scholars all over the world and were continuously identified in the USA, Japan, Korean, and the People’s Republic of China after <1 year. Researchers from Taiwan first illustrated the association between EGFR mutation status of tumors and the responsiveness to gefitinib in Chinese people. Among the 16 patients treated with gefitinib, seven of nine who responded had EGFR mutations, while only one of seven who failed to respond had EGFR mutations. The difference in mutation rates between the responders and nonresponders was statistically significant ($P<0.041$, by χ²/Fisher’s exact tests).23

The EGFR gene is composed of 28 exons, and the entire TK domain is encoded by exons 18–24. So far, ~90% of EGFR gene mutations were discovered in exons 19–21.
Specific EGFR-activating mutations are either short, in-frame nucleotide deletions, in-frame insertions/duplications, or single-nucleotide replacements gathered around the adenosine triphosphate (ATP)-binding area of the TK domain. To date, in-frame deletions in exon 19 around the LeuArg-GluAla motif (del19) at residues 746–750 (the most common being del E746-A750) and exon 21 Leu858Arg (L858R) point mutation are the best characterized mutations, together representing 85%–90% of all EGFR mutations in NSCLC. Other EGFR-activating mutations have been described and are usually defined as “other uncommon mutations.” However, their ability to predict the sensitivity to a reversible EGFR-TKI is less distinct compared with the del19 or L858R mutation.

In the investigation on EGFR gene mutations, the difference between the People’s Republic of China and the world advanced level was only 6 months because of the research directed by Taiwan experts. A related article from mainland China was published in March 2005 that identified ten somatic mutations from a total of 41 lung cancer patients in the People’s Republic of China. Similar to the result analysis of overseas data, eight of these mutations are deletions in exon 19, one point mutation in exon 21, and one deletion/insertion in exon 20. Based on the data of 76 lung cancer patients from mainland China completed by Beijing Union Medical College investigators, a research on the detection of EGFR gene mutation first showed that there was a distinct correlation between EGFR mutation conditions and responsiveness to gefitinib in mainland Chinese patients with NSCLC.

Pharmacokinetics

Gefitinib is an anilinoquinazoline compound with the chemical name of 4-quinazolinamin, N-(3-chloro-4-fluorophenyl)-7-methoxy-6-[3-(4-morpholinyl)proproxy]. The molecular formula is C22H24ClFN4O3. The maximum plasma concentration of gefitinib appears within 3–7 hours after a 250 mg oral dose. Gefitinib is extensively distributed into the tissues and highly protein bound (to albumin and α1-acid glycoprotein), which results in a large volume of distribution of 1,400 L and a long half-life of 48 hours, retaining a stable blood drug concentration for 7–10 days. It has been observed that the absolute bioavailability is 60%, similar to that in healthy volunteers and cancer patients. Irrespective of the administration route, including a granular formulation, a dispersion of the classic tablets, or administration by nasogastric tube, there was no significant influence on its bioavailability.

Studies have indicated that AUC_0−∞ and C_max exhibited linear kinetics over the therapeutic dosing range between 50 and 500 mg; with doses ≥800 mg, and 45% of patients required dose reductions. Bergman et al observed that the AUC and C_max exhibited obvious individual differences, which reached as high as 15 times. They believed that the huge differences were caused by gefitinib exposure in the plasma, which was influenced by the polymorphism of enzyme, transport protein, and many other factors. In addition, the expected steady-state blood concentrations of medicine valley were not associated with patients’ age, weight, sex, ethnicity, or creatinine clearance rate according to a population-based data analysis in tumor patients.

Gefitinib is extensively metabolized in the liver, predominantly by cytochrome P450 (CYP) 3A4. An in vivo study aimed to examine the kinetics of metabolism of gefitinib and erlotinib by individual CYP enzymes elucidated that gefitinib was metabolized by CYP3A4, CYP3A5, CYP2D6, and CYP1A1 and to a negligible extent by CYP1A2 and CYP1B1. The identified metabolic pathways include O-demethylation, dealkylation, and oxidative defluorination. There are five metabolites identified in plasma; the O-demethyl derivative, the major metabolite, has EGFR-TK inhibition activity in an enzyme assay compatible with that of the parent drug. However, the metabolite has lower activity in a cell-based assay due to the poor penetration into the cell and is therefore unlikely to contribute significantly to the therapeutic activity. Approximately 90% of gefitinib is recovered in feces (86%) and urine (0.5%) in over 10 days.

Large clinical studies

Multiple clinical studies have demonstrated that gefitinib has notable curative effectiveness for NSCLC. It has been approved for second- or third-line therapy of advanced or metastatic NSCLC and the first-line therapy for patients with EGFR mutation-positive tumors.

Phase I trials have identified that the optimal dose range of safety is 250–500 mg/d that has been confirmed by dose escalation safety/tolerability trials. Studies have shown that 250 mg/d was the minimum concentration for effective treatment and high tolerance, ensuring the inhibition of EGFR signal transduction, which was detected through skin biopsy, and 500 mg/d was the highest dose level tolerated by most patients in long-term treatment.

Iressa Dose Evaluation in Advanced Lung Cancer (IDEAL) I and II, two randomized, double-blind, parallel-group, multicenter Phase II trials of gefitinib at 250 and 500 mg/d, which followed the results in previous studies,
investigated the efficacy and safety of gefitinib at 250 and 500 mg/d in patients with advanced NSCLC who had previously received one or two chemotherapy regimens. The two trials demonstrated that both 250 and 500 mg/d doses of gefitinib were equally active in an EGFR mutation-unselected patient population, while the higher dose was associated with greater frequency and severity of adverse events (AEs), resulting in response rates of ~20% and median progression-free survival (PFS) of 2.7 and 2.8 months for the 250 and 500 mg/d doses of gefitinib, respectively. The results of the study mentioned earlier laid the status of gefitinib treatment of advanced NSCLC. Interestingly, a subset of patients treated with gefitinib demonstrated a very positive response. A retrospective analysis of IDEAL I showed that in Japanese patients, 250 and 500 mg/d of gefitinib were associated with median survival periods of 13.8 and 11.2 months, respectively, compared with 7.6 and 8.0 months, respectively, in the overall population. At the time, the implications of EGFR mutations were not understood, but we now know that it is because of Asian ethnicity having a higher EGFR gene mutation rate.

Iressa Survival Evaluation in Lung Cancer (ISEL) was a double-blind, placebo-controlled, parallel-group, multicenter, randomized, Phase III study that assessed the survival advantage of gefitinib (250 mg/d) as second- or third-line treatment for patients with locally advanced or metastatic NSCLC, undertaken in 210 centers in 28 countries across Europe, Asia, Central and South America, Australia, and Canada. Unlike IDEAL I/II, this study failed to meet its end point of improved OS, with a median survival of 5.6 months for patients treated with gefitinib as compared with 5.1 months for patients treated with placebo (hazard ratio [HR]=0.89, 95% CI: 0.77–1.02, P=0.087). This led to the restriction of gefitinib use in June 2005 by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and to the withdrawal of the marketing authorization application from AstraZeneca, which was under review in Europe. However, preplanned subgroup analyses showed significantly longer survival in the gefitinib group than that in the placebo group in never-smokers (n=375; 0.67 [0.49–0.92], P=0.012; median survival 8.9 vs 6.1 months) and in patients of Asian origin (n=342; 0.66 [0.48–0.91], P=0.01; median survival 9.5 vs 5.5 months).

INTEREST is the first Phase III study that compared OS of gefitinib-treated patients with that of docetaxel-treated patients by coprimary analyses of noninferiority in the overall population in pretreated NSCLC (≥ one platinum-based regimen). The analysis confirmed the noninferiority of gefitinib compared with docetaxel in OS (593 vs 576 events, HR =1.020, 95% CI: 0.905–1.150); 1-year survival rates were 32% and 34%, and median survival periods were 7.6 and 8.0 months, respectively. Moreover, gefitinib was well tolerated and less toxic than chemotherapy. The researchers also compared gefitinib with docetaxel in the subgroup of 174 patients with high EGFR gene copy number, but the superiority of gefitinib in patients with high EGFR gene copy number was not proven (72 vs 71 events, HR =1.09, 95% CI: 0.78–1.51, P=0.62; median survival 8.4 vs 7.5 months). A meta-analysis evaluated the efficacy and safety of gefitinib and standard second-line chemotherapy for the treatment of NSCLC and showed that both PFS and overall response rate (ORR) were better in the gefitinib group than in the chemotherapy group. As a second-line therapy for advanced NSCLC, gefitinib has exhibited excellent efficacy and high tolerance.

First-line treatment for NSCLC with gefitinib has also undergone continuous exploration. One of the most representative studies is IPASS, a Phase III, randomized, open-label, first-line study of gefitinib vs carboplatin/paclitaxel in clinically selected patients with advanced NSCLC in Asia. IPASS selectively recruited Asian patients who were previously untreated, never-smokers, or light ex-smokers with advanced pulmonary adenocarcinoma based on the identification of clinical characteristics that predicted the response to gefitinib relative to placebo in the ISEL study. The study met its primary objective end point, showing noninferiority of gefitinib in terms of OS and superiority in ORR and PFS compared with carboplatin/paclitaxel chemotherapy. In the subgroup analyses, it exhibited significant differences in PFS and ORR between the gefitinib group and the chemotherapy group among EGFR mutation-positive patients (PFS 9.5 vs 6.3 months, HR =0.48, P=0.001; ORR: 71.2% vs 47.3%, odds ratio: 2.75, P=0.0001). This research confirmed that EGFR mutation was the strongest predictive biomarker for the effect of EGFR-TKIs in advanced NSCLC. Gefitinib became an option for first-line standard of care for NSCLC patients with EGFR-mutated tumor.

It is inconclusive for clinicians to choose to suspend EGFR-TKI treatment and begin platinum-based chemotherapy or a combined use of EGFR-TKI and platinum-based chemotherapy after disease progression. IMPRESS is the first and only randomized Phase III study that evaluated the efficacy/safety of continuing gefitinib plus cisplatin/pemetrexed (cis/pem) (G) vs placebo plus cis/pem (P) in patients with acquired resistance to first-line gefitinib.
Results showed that there was no statistically significant improvement in PFS for G vs P (median PFS 5.4 months each) and OS was immature (33% of patients died). No treatment differences were found in ORR/disease control rate (DCR). The researchers indicated that continuation of gefitinib in addition to cis/pem would be of no clinical benefit for patients with acquired resistance to gefitinib. Thus, the standard of care should remain as doublet chemotherapy alone. The study explored the confusing problem of clinical application of targeted drugs, and the outcome would be conducive to doctors’ clinical practice. Table 1 summarizes the large clinical studies on gefitinib.

**Clinical application of gefitinib in Chinese patients with NSCLC**

The efficacy of gefitinib has been explored extensively in the West and in Japan, and similar studies have highlighted the clinical benefit of the use of gefitinib in patients with advanced NSCLC in Asian origin. A previous study from Singapore in Chinese patients also conducted subgroup analyses, which showed that patients with clinical characteristics, such as Asian ethnicity, female sex, nonsmoking status, and adenocarcinomas, were associated with a higher likelihood of response to several treatments. The People’s Republic of China possesses the largest number of lung cancer cases compared to all over the world. Table 2 highlights the clinical application and research situation of gefitinib.

**Gefitinib as a therapy for advanced NSCLC**

As early as the time when gefitinib was approved by the FDA for the treatment of NSCLC after chemotherapy failure, Chinese clinical experts had designed a trial to evaluate the efficacy of gefitinib in Chinese patients with locally advanced or metastatic NSCLC after failure of previous chemotherapy and began to explore its safety according to the State FDA from November 2003 to June 2004. Totally, 159 patients were recruited from Guangzhou, Beijing, Shanghai, and other places to eight clinical medical centers, and at least one treatment of 250 mg/d of gefitinib was administered until the objective evidence of disease progression or intolerable AEs was observed. The outcome demonstrated DCR of 54.1%, ORR of 27.5%, PFS of 10.0 months, and 1-year survival rate of 44%, consistent with other large-scale clinical studies. The trial verified that gefitinib had obvious curative effect and could become a new advantageous treatment option for Chinese patients with locally advanced or metastatic NSCLC. Based on the previous results and data analysis of IDEAL, the State FDA approved gefitinib for the treatment of locally advanced or metastatic NSCLC after failure of previous chemotherapy in the People’s Republic of China on February 25, 2005.

Expanded access program (EAP), a global compassionate-use program implemented by AstraZeneca starting in 2000, was conducted to provide charitable gefitinib therapy

---

**Table 1** Summary of large clinical studies on gefitinib

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Population (patients, n)</th>
<th>EGFR status</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>ORR (%)</th>
<th>Median PFS (months)</th>
<th>Median OS (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IDEAL 1</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>Unselected (n=210)</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Gefitinib (250 vs 500 mg)</td>
<td>18.4 vs 19.0</td>
<td>2.7 vs 2.8</td>
<td>7.6 vs 8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEAL 2</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>Unselected (n=221)</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Gefitinib (250 vs 500 mg)</td>
<td>12.0 vs 9.0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>7.0 vs 6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISEL</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>Unselected (n=1,692)</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Gefitinib vs placebo</td>
<td>8.0 vs 1.3</td>
<td>3.0 vs 2.6</td>
<td>5.6 vs 5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTEREST</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>Unselected (n=1,466)</td>
<td>High EGFR gene copy (n=85 vs 89)</td>
<td>Gefitinib (250 mg) vs docetaxel (75 mg/m²)</td>
<td>9.1 vs 7.6</td>
<td>2.2 vs 2.7</td>
<td>7.6 vs 8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPRESS</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>Unselected (n=265)</td>
<td>EGFR-M(+)</td>
<td>Gefitinib (250 mg) vs cisplatin/pemetrexed</td>
<td>5.44 vs 5.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPASS</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>Asia, untreated,</td>
<td>EGFR-M(+)</td>
<td>Gefitinib (250 mg) vs carboplatin + paclitaxel</td>
<td>43.0 vs 32.2</td>
<td>5.6 vs 5.7</td>
<td>18.8 vs 17.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; ORR, overall response rate; PFS, progression-free survival; OS, overall survival; M, mutation.
for advanced NSCLC patients who had progressed after systemic chemotherapy or were not suitable for systemic chemotherapy. Approximately 44,000 patients participated in this program. EAP was conducted during 2001–2007 in the People’s Republic of China and brought in ~1,600 selected patients. Finally, the company did not process the formal statistical analysis of data. Retrospective analysis of the existing data (data deadline: March 31, 2006) indicated that patients had good response to gefitinib, with PFS being >7 months. A research that belonged to EAP analyzed the efficacy and safety of gefitinib in the treatment of recurrent advanced NSCLC. Among 103 patients, the ORR was 18.4% (19 of 103), the DCR was 51.5% (53 of 103), the median time to progression was 3 months (range: 0.2–40), and the median survival time was 9.8 months (range: 0.5–51). AEs included skin rash, dry skin, diarrhea, and elevation of serum glutamate pyruvate transaminase and were usually mild.\(^{50}\)

Another significant research taken by Peking Union Medical College Hospital evaluated the efficacy of gefitinib and \(\text{EGFR}\) mutation in a series of Chinese patients with pretreated advanced NSCLC. Ninety-eight consecutive patients were enrolled in the study between October 2002 and February 2004. Results showed an overall objective response rate of 31.6% and overall DCR of 67.3%, which were associated with the histology type, sex, and smoking status in the subgroup analysis. The median PFS was 7.0±0.82 months (95% CI: 5.39–8.61), median OS was 12.0±1.87 months (95% CI: 8.33–15.67), and 1-year survival rate was 53.1%.\(^{31}\) Both the response rate and DCR were higher than those in the Phase II trials described earlier but similar to the subgroup analysis results obtained in Japan.\(^{41}\) Gefitinib demonstrated significant antitumor activity in pretreated Chinese patients with advanced NSCLC. The authors proceeded \(\text{EGFR}\) mutation analysis as well, and 12 cases with \(\text{EGFR}\) mutations were detected, with four in-frame deletions in exon 19 (\(\text{delE746-A750, delL747-P753 insS}\)) and eight in exon 21 (\(\text{EGFR-M(}\)\(\text{delE746-A750, delL747-P753 insS}\)\(\text{)}\)).

### Gefitinib as first-line therapy

Several large randomized controlled studies such as IPASS and First Signal showed noninferiority of gefitinib efficacy for chemonaive patients with advanced NSCLC compared with platinum-based chemotherapy. A further analysis of 376 Chinese people recruited from 20 medical centers in IPASS indicated that PFS did not significantly differ from that of the overall IPASS population (interaction test \(P=0.427\)), but
PFS was numerically longer (HR =0.79, 95% CI: 0.62–1.01, P=0.065; median PFS 6.8 months for both treatments) and ORR was significantly higher (ORR: 44.6% vs 29.8%, odds ratio: 1.88, 95% CI: 1.22–2.89, P=0.004) for gefitinib than for carboplatin/paclitaxel.52 Another Chinese research similar to IPASS compared the clinical efficacy of gefitinib with that of paclitaxel/carboplatin in 51 ever-smokers and light ex-smokers with advanced pulmonary adenocarcinoma receiving no prior chemotherapy or biological/immunological therapy. On the contrary, the study obtained different outcomes, showing that the median PFS was 4.2 vs 8.3 months (P=0.422), ORR: 36.0% vs 42.3% (P=0.645), and median OS 14.4 vs 15.0 months (P=0.290), comparing gefitinib with paclitaxel/carboplatin.53 This research indicated that first-line gefitinib should not be recommended for advanced NSCLC patients based only on clinical factors and for patients with unknown EGFR mutation status.

Numerous clinical studies demonstrated that active EGFR mutation is an independent predictor for the effect of EGFR-TKI in advanced NSCLC. Another Chinese research that retrospectively analyzed 54 advanced NSCLC patients with positive EGFR mutation (in exons 19 or 21), who were given TKI drugs (gefitinib or erlotinib) as first-line therapy until disease progression, showed a significant benefit in ORR (90%), median PFS (8.3 months), and median OS (19.5 months). Gefitinib had similar efficacy compared with erlotinib but higher safety.54

**Gefitinib as maintenance therapy**

At the same time as the first- and second-line therapeutic strategies were actively explored for advanced NSCLC, more attention was paid to maintenance therapy. Traditional treatment guidelines for unselected advanced NSCLC patients recommend four to six cycles of platinum-based doublet chemotherapy as standard first-line treatment, then to stop chemotherapy and enter the follow-up period. When a patient has a progressive disease, second-line therapy is recommended. However, most patients who receive first-line chemotherapy will very soon experience disease progression after initiating therapy, and the median survival is only 12–13 months. Moreover, as a study has reported, 50%–60% of patients with disease progression failed to accept second-line treatment owing to poor physical status.55 The role of maintenance therapy in patients who achieved tumor control with first-line chemotherapy has been gradually confirmed by series of investigations. On the basis of several research results, pemetrexed (for patients with tumors of nonsquamous histology) and erlotinib (for patients with stable disease) are now licensed for maintenance treatment of advanced NSCLC in Europe and the USA.56

Gefitinib is therefore a good candidate for maintenance treatment of advanced NSCLC because of its excellent anti-tumor efficacy and safety. The Phase III West Japan Thoracic Oncology Group maintenance trial (WJTOG0203) explored gefitinib maintenance therapy after platinum-doublet chemotherapy in >600 Japanese patients with advanced NSCLC.57 Patients receiving gefitinib had a statistically significant improvement in PFS compared with those remaining on platinum-doublet chemotherapy (HR =0.68, 95% CI: 0.57–0.80, P=0.001). Unfortunately, the primary end point of OS did not reach statistical significance.

INFORM was the first randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study conducted in Asian scholars to investigate the efficacy, safety, and tolerability of gefitinib in the maintenance setting in 296 patients with stage IIIb or IV NSCLC.58 Subjects were randomly assigned with the ratio of 1:1 to receive either gefitinib or placebo within 3–6 weeks after chemotherapy until progression or unacceptable toxic effects. PFS was significantly longer in the gefitinib group (n=148) than in the placebo group (n=148), and health-related quality-of-life improvement was also higher in the gefitinib group than that in the placebo group. However, similar to the WJTOG, OS did not reach statistical significance with 18.7 vs 16.9 months. The most common AEs of any grade were rash (73 [50%] of 147 in the gefitinib group vs 14 [9%] of 148 in the placebo group) and diarrhea (37 [25%] vs 13 [9%]). The outcome illustrated the efficacy and safety of gefitinib and affirmed the role of gefitinib maintenance therapy in Chinese patients with NSCLC.

**Gefitinib for brain metastasis of NSCLC**

Local recurrence and distant metastasis are the main causes for poor prognosis in NSCLC patients, and brain metastasis is one of the major causes. Approximately 40% of patients with NSCLC develop brain metastasis.59 Even with treatment, the prognosis of metastasis in the brain from NSCLC is very poor with a median OS ~3–6 months. Animal studies have demonstrated a low concentration of [14C]-labeled gefitinib in normal rat brain and spinal cord60 and significant activity in brain tumor in a mouse model.61 In recent years, some published clinical studies also demonstrated gefitinib activity against brain metastases from NSCLC. Wu et al investigated the efficacy of gefitinib in palliative therapy for 40 patients who had histologically confirmed adenocarcinoma and brain metastases by radiological studies and had undergone chemotherapy previously. Results identified that gefitinib has
promising activity for patients with brain metastasis from NSCLC, with ORR of 32%, DCR of 77%, PFS of 9.0 months, and OS of 15.0 months.\textsuperscript{62}

Researchers also investigated the combination therapy of whole brain irradiation (WBRT) with targeted drugs for NSCLC brain metastasis and observed certain therapeutic effect. A Phase II clinical trial evaluated concomitant treatment with WBRT and gefitinib in patients with brain metastasis from NSCLC in a Chinese population. Totally, 21 patients recently diagnosed with histologically or cytologically confirmed NSCLC and measurable brain metastasis assessed by contrast-enhanced computed tomography scan or gadolinium-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging were involved in the study.\textsuperscript{63} The ORR (complete response + partial response) was 81% (95% CI: 58%–95%) and the DCR (complete response + partial response + stable disease) was 95% (95% CI: 76%–100%). The median PFS was 10.0 months (95% CI: 7.5–12.5 months) and the median survival was 13.0 months (95% CI: 8.2–17.8 months), and a statistically significant improvement in the quality of life was attained with a questionnaire method. The most common AEs included rash (86%) and diarrhea (43%). Most side effects were grade II and well tolerated by supportive care. The results suggested that combination treatment of WBRT and gefitinib was well tolerated, with promising activity in a Chinese population with brain metastasis from NSCLC.

A retrospective research conducted in Taiwan assessed the outcome of brain metastasis from NSCLC treated by WBRT followed by gamma knife (GK), gefitinib, or the combination of GK and gefitinib; retrieving the records of 23,874 NSCLC patients with brain metastasis from the National Health Insurance Research Database (NHIRD) of Taiwan from 2004 to 2010 showed an extended survival in patients who received GK or gefitinib therapies in which the median survival periods from the time of diagnosis of brain metastasis with WBRT, WBRT + gefitinib, WBRT + GK, and WBRT + gefitinib + GK groups were 0.53, 1.01, 1.46, and 2.25 years, respectively ($P<0.0001$).\textsuperscript{64} This combination treatment for brain metastasis of lung cancer may be a new effective choice, although the exact curative effect needs other large placebo-controlled and randomized studies.

**Tolerability**

Gefitinib is generally well tolerated, and the most common toxic effects were diarrhea, rash, and acne, most of which were grade 1 or 2 (Common Toxicity Criteria). Drug-correlated AEs observed in IDEAL I were skin rash, diarrhea, pruritus, asymptomatic elevations in liver transaminase levels, nausea, vomiting, and acne. Data reported in the ISEL and IDEAL I studies have shown that the types and incidence of gefitinib-induced AEs are similar between Asian and non-Asian patients, although the ISEL study reported more patients of Asian origin experiencing at least one AE with both gefitinib and placebo (97% vs 82% for gefitinib; 87% vs 71% for placebo) and the frequency of grade 3 or 4 AEs was also slightly higher (43% vs 30% for gefitinib; 36% vs 27% for placebo).\textsuperscript{65} Parts of the studies suggested that the incidence of diarrhea, asymptomatic elevations in liver transaminase levels, and nausea/vomiting was higher in Asian patients than that in non-Asian patients.

Data from the studies in the People’s Republic of China have shown that the AE profile of gefitinib was similar to its profile from other large international trials. The most common AEs in INFORM study were skin rash, diarrhea, increased ALT and AST, and pruritus. Totally, 118 of 147 (80%) patients receiving gefitinib had AEs, of which 98 were thought to be related to treatment. In the gefitinib group, nine (6%) patients had an AE, leading to death, and three serious AEs, leading to death, were related to gefitinib – one due to interstitial lung disease (ILD), one due to lung infection, and one due to pneumonia.\textsuperscript{58}

In the prospective study by Peking Union Medical College Hospital, AEs during treatment were diarrhea (40.9%) and skin disorders (60.2%), including dry skin and acne-like rash.\textsuperscript{51} The majority of these events were mild at Common Toxicity Criteria grades 1 and 2. Other AEs included nausea (6.1%), oral ulcer (3.1%), and elevation in hepatic enzymes (2.0%). In the meta-analysis, 24 Chinese articles reported adverse reactions with the use of gefitinib, showing that AEs with a higher incidence were rash (47.11%) and diarrhea (21.88%). Twenty cases experienced elevation in liver transaminase levels and five cases suffered from ILD of which one case was grade IV and another died of severe ILD. Other adverse effects included nausea, fatigue, fever, oral ulcer, paronychia, pruritus, and joint pain, all with a very low incidence.

It is considered that the mechanism of dermatological toxicities involves nonspecific inhibition of EGFR signaling transduction by gefitinib in the skin, leading to skin keratinization, epidermolysis, and loss of skin hydration.\textsuperscript{66} The occurrence of skin rash coinciding with symptom improvement reflects the body’s response to EGFR inhibitors to some degree. Some trials suggested that patients with rash would acquire a better prognosis after gefitinib treatment.
Dudek et al. have shown that the presence of skin rash might be used as a predictor of gefitinib benefit, with the study result showing that patients who developed any degree of skin rash had prolonged time to disease progression with a median time of 6 months, while patients without a skin rash had a median time of 3 months.67 Another experiment found that gene polymorphism of ABCG2 (breast cancer-resistance protein/mitoxantrone-resistance protein), which was demonstrated to be involved in transporting gefitinib, may be related to gefitinib toxicity. Tamura et al. showed that ABCG2 34G > A would be a useful predictor for grade 2 or worse skin rash.68 Lemos et al. elucidated that patients carrying an ABCG2-15622T/T genotype or harboring at least one TT copy in the ABCG2 (1143C/T and −15622C/T) haplotype developed significantly more grade 2/3 diarrhea (P<0.01).69

ILD is a rare but fatal adverse effect of gefitinib, with an unclear pathogenesis. Japanese researchers reported the first case of gefitinib-associated ILD. A 67-year-old man suffered progressive dyspnea on the eighth day of gefitinib administration and died from a pattern of diffuse alveolar damage 13 days after his first administration of gefitinib, despite administration of antibiotic therapy and high-dose of intravenous methylprednisolone (2 g/d).70 According to the data from Japan Labor Health and Welfare Organization, among the 17,500 advanced NSCLC patients who underwent gefitinib treatment, 219 cases developed gefitinib-associated ILD and acute lung injury, including 81 deaths. The incidence and mortality of fatal gefitinib-associated ILD were 0.44% and 0.12%, respectively, in the USA, whereas in Japan, the respective rates were up to 1%–2% and 0.4%–0.5%.

Several studies evaluating the correlation between ILD and gefitinib were case reports in mainland China. Researchers summarized nine case reports of ILD from 2003 to 2012 in mainland China, showing that ILD usually occurred in the period from the 24th to the 42nd day of gefitinib treatment, the earliest occurred within 2 days, and the last one occurred up to 3 months later.71 A retrospective study that analyzed 1,080 patients with advanced NSCLC in Taiwan who received at least one dose (250 mg/d) of gefitinib treatment showed that 25 patients were diagnosed with gefitinib-related ILD (incidence, 2.3%).72 These findings raise the question of whether and why there are any higher risk factors for developing gefitinib-related ILD in Asians compared with non-Asians. More large-scale studies are needed. A study elucidated the risk factors for ILD in 3,166 Japanese patients with NSCLC during treatment with gefitinib and demonstrated that ILD was relatively common in patients with old age, smoking habits, preexisting ILD, or poor performance status.73

Acquired resistance to EGFR-TKI

Although impressive responses to gefitinib have been confirmed in NSCLC patients with EGFR mutations, tumor progression can occur as resistance develops. Most patients who initially respond to gefitinib and erlotinib eventually become resistant and experience progressive disease according to clinical observation. The most common mechanisms of EGFR-TKI resistance are the threonine-790 to methionine (T790M) point mutation, which accounts for about one-half of these cases with acquired resistance, and the MET gene amplification, accounting for another 20%.74,75 Kobayashi et al. first discovered the T790M mutation after sequencing the EGFR gene of a patient with acquired resistance to gefitinib in 2005.76 This was followed by a series of tremendous successes in this field. T790, located in the ATP-binding pocket, is named “the gatekeeper residue” as it determines the affinity of ATP-competitive EGFR-TKIs to EGFR-TK. Substitution of threonine 790 by methionine (T790M) increases the affinity of the ATP-binding site to EGFR and attenuates the binding efficacy of gefitinib and erlotinib consequently.77 MET receptor, a transmembrane TK encoded by proto-oncogene MET, has a high-affinity ligand known as hepatocyte growth factor or scatter factor.78 The hepatocyte growth factor (HGF)/MET pathway is associated with tumor invasion, metastasis, and amplification. Engelman et al.79 first found that focal amplification of the MET proto-oncogene caused gefitinib resistance by driving ERBB3 (HER3)-dependent activation of PI3K, a pathway believed to be specific to EGFR/ERBB family receptors.80

Because acquisition of the secondary resistance point mutation T790M increases the affinity of the ATP-binding site to EGFR and reduces the efficacy of ATP-competitive inhibitors, one strategy for preventing or overcoming EGFR-TKI resistance could be to identify novel agents that can irreversibly block EGFR-TK via the formation of covalent bonds in the pocket of the catalytic site, including afatinib (BIBW 2992), HKI-272, and PF00299804.81,82 Similar to the second-generation EGFR-TKI afatinib, these agents can potently and selectively suppress wild type and activated EGFR and HER2 mutants, including EGFR and HER2 inhibitor-resistant isoform.83,84 A large Phase Ib/III study enrolled 585 patients with advanced metastatic NSCLC who had previously experienced treatment failures to erlotinib or gefitinib (or both) and one or two lines of chemotherapy.85 Although the primary end point (OS) showed no benefit from
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afatinib (afatinib vs placebo: 10.8 vs 12.0 months, HR =1.08, 95% CI: 0.86–1.35, P=0.74), the afatinib group experienced a prolonged PFS (3.3 vs 1.1 months, HR =0.38, 95% CI: 0.31–0.48, P<0.0001) and confirmed better ORR (7% vs <1%). A second strategy is targeting the HGF/MET pathway. For example, the MET TKI, tivantinib, is a non-ATP-competitive small-molecule MET inhibitor. Given the good tolerability and potential ability of tivantinib both as single-agent therapy and in combination with erlotinib announced in several preclinical and Phase I clinical trials, a series of work have been carried out to evaluate its antitumor efficacy.66 Meanwhile, some other effective strategies for overcoming EGFR-TKI resistance such as drugs targeting HER3 pathway and PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway are under research, and they are believed to be soon applied in the clinic.

**Conclusion**

A new era of advanced NSCLC therapy has been initiated by gefitinib, one of the first-generation TKIs developed and launched by AstraZeneca, providing a new effective treatment option for NSCLC patients. Based on several large international studies, gefitinib is now widely used in clinical practice. It is demonstrated that gefitinib significantly prolonged PFS, improved the quality of life, and was well-tolerated when it was used as second- or third-line treatment for patients with advanced NSCLC who failed chemotherapy, and when it was used as first-line treatment or as a maintenance therapy following first-line chemotherapy for patients with EGFR mutation-positive advanced NSCLC. Some clinical characteristics such as Asian ethnicity, female sex, nonsmoking status, and adenocarcinoma have been associated with an enhanced benefit from gefitinib, which implies that gefitinib is particularly valuable to Oriental patients and now this drug is getting full attention from Chinese researchers. Both prospective and retrospective studies have verified the effective clinical responsiveness and safety of gefitinib treatment and established the essential role of gefitinib in Chinese patients with advanced NSCLC.
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